
Thank you for buying Exploration 1. 
This Kontakt 5 instrument uses samples taken
from a ARP Explorer 1 Synthesiser.

1........How to Install/Load presets.
2........Overview of instrument.
3........Effects section and controls.

       4........Credits.

A note about CPU usuage.
If running Exploration 1 on older computers, CPU load can be reduced by turning off the Convolution reverb.

Also, the amount of voices being played by Kontakt at any one time has a drastic effect on CPU load.

If running on older machines, shorter amp release times can help reduce cpu load by reducing voice count as notes 
fade. 



Thank you for buying our latest Kontakt instrument.

     When installing it is best to unzip the contents to your audio drive.
       Please note, it is really important that none of the files contained in the folders are moved around to other locations; 
       they have to stay where I have placed them. If the files are moved around it could cause a file not found dialogue 
       when loading Exploration 1 into Kontakt.

 

        Loading a preset .nki file.

To load a preset, click the browse folder icon on the top row of Kontakt - This will open up the browser window to the left 
left of the main Kontakt screen.
You will see the various tabs called Files, Libraries, Database, Monitor, Modules and Auto.

             Select the Files tab and then navigate to the Presets folder inside the SM exploration 1 folder which is now on your
             computers hard drive.

Click into one of the folders (in the image below I have clicked Strings) and you will now see the list of presets
displayed in the bottom file browser window.

P              Please note - The Kontakt Library function cannot be used to add Exploration 1 as a library. This is because the add library function is reserved for instruments that
                license the Kontakt Player. To license the Kontakt player costs a lot of money and would mean this instrument would cost a lot more if Kontakt player was

 licensed. .

Now, all you have to do is double click one of the presets and this will load the preset into Kontakt.
Once you have a preset loaded, you can load the next preset by simply clicking the left and right arrow head pointers
in the Kontakt window. (See image below)
To select another preset from another folder such as Synths , you would click on the Synths folder 
              and this will display the selection of presets in that folder. Again, just double click a preset and it will load into Kontakt.

The red keys denote the normal key range of samples.
The black notes are the stretched samples which are needed so
the Arpeggiator can play all its range.



Overview of Instrument.

Exploration 1 consists of two synth sections contained in seperate nki files: Preset section and Raw Oscillator section.

The Preset section contains the library of preset and custom samples which are easily selected via the simple menu system.

To select a new sample is easy:
click in the waveform selector window to
obtain the menu of samples, or click the
up/down arrows/words to move up and
down through the list.

Exploration 1 contains ADSR controls for both
amp and filter.

Filter can be made to follow the contour of the amp
ADSR or the contour of Envelope 2 by moving the
Env2/Filter switch up or down.

Filter cutoff also has a secondary LFO which can also sync to midi clock.

Exploration 1 also responds to Aftertouch and Modwheel controls.

Use these controls to vary the amount
of effect Aftertouch and Modwheel has
on Vibrato and Filter Freq.

Clicking the R in the Oscillator will invoke the Random Patch.

R



Raw Oscillator Section.

Same controls as the preset section
except the preset menu system has been replaced
with raw oscillators.

To select or deselect the oscillators simply
move the flick switches up or down.
switches in the down position  selects the osc.

The pitch range of each Oscillator is selected by moving
the flick switches up/down.
Moving the switches down selects the pitch range.

Clicking the Switch mod to pitch range text will
flip in the mod dial controls or the pitch range controls.

Clicking the waveform text activates the random patch
generator. Waveform selction or footage is not randomised
to prevent possible volume spikes.

Clicking the open button reveals the Midi syncable lfo which is assigned to filter cutoff and the pan/autopan controls

Effects Section.

Contains easily controlled effects and Arpeggiator.

To select various Arp speeds click the rate window
to produce a rate listing/menu.

Convolution reverb also has an easy to use menu
system. Please note: You may produce a clicking
noise if selecting a new Impulse response whilst
the current reverb is effecting the sound due to
how the convolution reverb works in Kontakt.

Velocity is used to control the amount of effect
your playing has on the volume of the sounds
being played.



Credits

Sampling, presets and Kontakt scripting by Stephen Porter.
GUI design and graphics by saintjohnbaxter.

My thanks to everyone who buys my products and supports Synth Magic.

Cheers,
     Stephen.
































